
Stylish modern work spaces  
Hard wearing  surfaces



Featured Worktop: Cloudy Cement



Introduction
The Worktops.ie collection is a stunning exclusive range that leads the way in 
innovation, design and value for money.

Our worktops are carefully selected for Ireland’s homemakers based on:

 • Style
 • Durability
 • Flexibility
 • Hygiene
 • Value for money

We provide finishes in Gloss, Matt, Wood effect and Textured.

For the full collection including accessories visit www.worktops.ie



Featured Breakfast Bar: Marble Venteo



The social centre 
of every kitchen
We are proud to introduce you to our range of Breakfast Bars, which come in our popular 
Marble Venteo, Crystal Fizzy, Taurus Black and Block Oak. One of the main reasons that 
breakfast bars have risen in popularity over the years is because they serve as a visual 
foil between the kitchen and other living areas. They are essentially the best seats in the 
house – where you can prep your meals with extra space, dine with your family members, 
and even socialise with your guests right from the kitchen.

To add to that, breakfast bars provide both extra storage and counter space which is an 
excellent bonus for your kitchen. 

Besides their practicality, breakfast bars are increasingly on trend and they are an 
essential decorative item in the kitchen. You can use a different Worktop laminate style 
than you have in the rest of the kitchen to make your breakfast bar stand out. The design 
possibilities are indeed endless! 

With more people embracing the idea of open concept living, the breakfast counter 
has become a fixture in modern homes, and it is here to stay.

THE BREAKFAST BAR





Close up Laminate detail
Also available as a Breakfast Bar - 
38mm x 2M x 900mm - Product Code BBAR2MV

Worktop size - 
38mm x 3M x 600mm - Product code WT383MV

Marble Venteo
White marble never goes out of style. It is the material that fits in anywhere and elevates 
the look of any interior. Our Marble Venteo laminate consists of a brilliant white base, 
complimented by subtle dark veining that will pair with both modern and classic looking 
living spaces. 

In the kitchen, use this surface to give your worktop a touch of class. Now you can match 
it with our new 2m breakfast bar option to complete the room.

NEW





Worktop size - 
38mm x 3M x 600mm - Product code WT383GS

Close up Laminate detail

Grey Stone
The look and feel our Grey Stone laminate worktop will bring the contemporary 
feel of a stylish raw material into your home. 

This is a versatile look that can be applied to a modern kitchen or to a work 
surface in a practical setting. Clean lines and grey colour are easy to accessorise 
with your house’s interior.

NEW





Close up Laminate detailWorktop size - 
38mm x 3M x 600mm - Product code WT383MO

Mountain Oak
Our new Mountain Oak laminate worktop is a hardwearing and beautiful option to 
add to your home. The wood grain brings texture of a natural material into your 
kitchen or workspace. 

This surface is a perfect fit for traditional kitchens and can add balance to a light 
and airy kitchen. This is a versatile look that will elevate any area you apply it to.

NEW





Close up Laminate detailWorktop size - 
38mm x 3M x 600mm - Product code WT383BQ

Brazilla Quartz
Our new Brazilla Quartz laminate worktop has a timeless and classy high 
gloss finish. Dark quartz gives a rich texture to your kitchen surface that is 
easy to pair surrounding colours with. 

Whether your kitchen uses darker tones or is a space that embraces the 
light and airy, this worktop will compliment both. This surface is also a great 
addition to other work areas or surfaces in your bathroom.

NEW





Close up Laminate detailWorktop size - 
38mm x 3M x 600mm - Product code WT383CC

Cloudy Cement
Our new Cloudy Cement laminate worktop can work anywhere with its matt 
finish and beautiful light grey colouring. This cement worktop is modern and 
on trend. It’s versatility and raw material look, makes this worktop a candidate 
for an array of spaces within your home. 

This worktop is another look that can be used in areas all around the house, 
the modern material can enhance any room it is introduced to.

NEW





Close up Laminate detailWorktop size - 
38mm x 3M x 600mm - Product code WT383LV

Lava Black
Our Lava Black Worktop is a bold and beautiful laminate that is full of 
personality. Make a daring statement in your kitchen with this rich textured 
finish. 

This surface will be a real conversation piece in your home. It lends itself 
to the introduction of other bold colours and materials that will have you 
spending more and more time wherever it is used. 

NEW





Close up Laminate detail
Also available as a Breakfast Bar - 
38mm x 2M x 900mm - Product Code BBAR2CF

Worktop size - 
38mm x 3M x 600mm - Product code WT383CF

Crystal Fizzy
As one of our top selling laminate worktops, we know that the Crystal Fizzy 
look is one that is a favourite among home owners. The light and sleek stone 
texture with a slight sparkle can bring your kitchen alive. 

Add this surface to a modern style space to lend allure to your homes 
interior. The surface is so adaptable and gorgeous that we have also added a 
2m breakfast bar so you can have more of the Fizz inside your home.

NEW

BREAKFAST 
BAR





Close up Laminate detail
Also available as a Breakfast Bar -  
38mm x 2M x 900mm - Product Code BBAR2TA

Worktop size - 
28mm x 3M x 600mm - Product code WT10TBL
38mm x 3M x 600mm - Product code WT383TA
38mm x 3.6M x 600mm - Product code WT3836TA

Taurus Black
Our Taurus Black has been a customer favourite for obvious reasons, this 
classic black worktop is a great choice for anyone. 

Taurus Black provides a great back drop to make your kitchen accessories 
pop, your dishes, silverware and appliances will be given extra lift while 
entertaining or while cooking with the family. Beautiful and practical, these 
elegant worktops are easy to keep pristine. 





Close up Laminate detailWorktop size - 
28mm x 3M x 600mm - Product code WT10TB
38mm x 3M x 600mm - Product code WT383TB

Taurus Beige
Similar to its companion Taurus Black, Taurus Beige is a customer favourite 
that brings the feel of a textured stone into your home. Taurus Beige has a 
colour and character that fits perfectly into traditional style kitchens. 

This laminate surface is easy to clean and is hard wearing. It is a great 
addition to a light-coloured kitchen that will bring your kitchen to the next 
level.





Close up Laminate detail
Also available as a Breakfast Bar -  
38mm x 2M x 900mm - Product Code BBAR2BO

Worktop size - 
28mm x 3M x 600mm - Product code WT10BO
38mm x 3M x 600mm - Product code WT40BO
38mm x 3.6M x 600mm - Product code WT3836BO

Block Oak
This “Butcher Block” style laminate worktop is on trend and is available in 38mm with 
lengths of 3m, 3.6m and now as a 2m Breakfast Bar to match. A luxurious Oak style 
laminate countertop that brings golden hues and a natural essence into your kitchen. 

This plank style countertop is accommodating, easily fitting into modern or traditional style 
kitchens. The linear cut of the beams elongates your kitchen and each beam hosts beautiful 
natural wood veining to add natural texture. This style is an excellent addition to any home.





Close up Laminate detailWorktop size -  
38mm x 3M x 600mm - Product code WT383MRW

Romantic Walnut
This natural feel laminate countertop brings warmth paired with natural colour and texture into 
your kitchen. This style is easy to combine with multiple other colours and materials making it 
a must have if you like character in your home.

This deep, rich walnut laminate has a natural colour & texture that brings a dark and modern 
look to your kitchen. This popular worktop laminate is also able to pair easily with more 
traditional design accessories that you can bring into your home. Romantic Walnut is a 
material that will match your creativity.



There are 
worktops...
 
and there are 
working tops.
 
Ideal for Home Offices, Schools, Labs,  
Utility Rooms and Site Offices.
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Our range of worktops are as functional  
as they are stylish.  
 
Our Andora, White, Granite, Dapple Slate 
and Colmar Oak laminate worktops are 
perfect surfaces for working spaces or utility 
rooms. 

Home offices, Labs, schools, utility rooms, 
site offices and more can benefit from our 
hard wearing 28mm worktops that come in 
both 2m and 3m lengths. 

No matter on which surface you need to 
accomplish your endeavours, we have the 
style to match your workspace. 
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28mm x 2M x 600mm 
Product code:

WT06COL

28mm x 2M x 600mm 
Product code: 

WT06DS

28mm x 3M x 600mm 
Product code: 

WT10AN

28mm x 3M x 600mm
Product code  

WT10GT



Worktop Size Chart
Worktop 28mm  38mm 
Marble Venteo   3m & 2m Breakfast Bar 6mm

Grey Stone    3m 6mm

Mountain Oak    3m 6mm

Brazilla Quartz    3m 10mm

Cloudy Cement    3m 6mm

Lava Black    3m 6mm

Crystal Fizzy   3m & 2m Breakfast Bar 10mm

Taurus Black  3m 6mm 3m, 3.6m & 2m Breakfast Bar 10mm

Taurus Beige  3m  6mm 3m 6mm

Block Oak  3m 6mm 3m, 3.6m & 2m  Breakfast Bar 10mm

Romantic Walnut   3m 10mm

Andora  3m 6mm

White  2m, 3m Standard

Granite  3m Standard

Dapple Slate  2m Standard

Colmar Oak 2m Standard

Profile
Edge

Profile
Edge



Check out the 

full range at 
worktops.ie

Worktop Trims
Butt Joint

End Cap

Corner Joint

Accessories Available in 
Aluminium and Black
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Worktop Trims Size Chart

Profiles

28mm Standard
Profile

38mm
10mm
Profile

38mm
6mm
Profile



 

 

   

 
For the full collection including accessories visit:

Featured Worktop: Mountain Oak


